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CONCLUSIONS

Cycling deterministically through segments of a predefined precursor m/z
range, data-independent acquisition approaches provide a comprehensive
record of all detectable precursor and fragment ions by isolating and
fragmenting populations of different precursor ions. The recently introduced
diaPASEF method utilizes the correlation of molecular weight and ion mobility
in a trapped ion mobility device (timsTOF Pro 2) to extend sensitivity and
specificity of established targeted data extraction workflows by the additional
ion mobility dimension. Here, we discuss a novel DIA scan mode, which uses
mobility-specific micro-encoding of overlapping quadrupole windows to
maximize information content in DIA acquisitions.

METHODS

Total protein extracts from HeLa cells were digested and analyzed via nanoLC
coupled to a timsTOF Pro 2. Spectral libraries were generated from triplicate
PASEF-DDA acquisitions of high pH reversed-phase fractions of each
sample. Overlapping ion-mobility-dependent quadrupole windows were
defined based on spectral library data to provide >99% library coverage over
the full mass range. Datasets were acquired on a modified timsTOF Pro 2
platform in both diaPASEF and several variations of the novel acquisition
scheme (varying cycle time, quadrupole window size and overlap) with and
without collision energy to evaluate and optimize acquisition workflow
performance. Precursor-fragment deconvolution tools were trained on
unfragmented HeLa datasets.
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• Novel quadrupole scanmode provides the basis for comprehensive, fast and highly sensitive DIA
• Using overlapping quadrupole selection windows, the method can theoretically provide a 2.5-fold

increase in fragment ion sensitivity compared to diaPASEF
• To enable in-depth data processing of resulting high-complexity datasets, we developed algorithms for

multidimensional peak detection and to classify whether the intensity distribution of a given fragment
matches the one of a target precursor to generate highly specific pseudo-MSMS spectra on the basis of
multidimensional deconvolution (RT, IMS, quad window), which can be converted into common MS/ MS
data formats such as mgf and searched directly with established tools like PEAKS and Mascot

DATA ACQUISITION CONCEPT Figure 2: Mobility-scan DIA data complexity on fragment ion level
DIA analysis of 200 ng HeLa digest on a modified TimsTOF Pro2 platform.  
Extracted ion chromatograms of the indicated mass ranges were generated in Data 
Analysis viewer. Discernible features are highlighted.
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MIDIA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MIDIA2 145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MIDIA3 46 0 71 0 0 42 0 61 0 0
MIDIA4 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 52
MIDIA5 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 0
MIDIA6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 90 0 55
MIDIA7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MIDIA8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 1: Mobility-scan DIA produces unique data patterns and increases sensitivity by
overlapping diagonals.

Figure 3: Low-intensity mobility-scan DIA data pattern enable precursor position modelling
Algorithmic prediction of the most likely precursor ion position based on a data occupancy 
matrix enables to pinpoint precursor ion positions with an accuracy of a few Da.

Figure 4: Database search results of deconvoluted mobility-scan DIA data
Deconvoluted mobility-scan DIA data from a HeLa digest were exported as .mgf files and submitted to 
Mascot Search. Exemplary peptide identifications are shown.

Figure 5: Exemplary fragment ion coverage provided by mobility-scan DIA compared to eight 
reference DDA runs.  
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